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10Abstract Nonaka’s model of knowledge creation can provide guidance for designing learning
11environments and activities. However, Bereiter is critical of the model because it does not
12address whether understanding is deepened in the process of socialization, externalization,
13combination and internalization. To address this issue of understanding, this paper proposed a
14framework that synthesizes the basic phases of problem-based learning with Nonaka’s model.
15This paper reports on a study investigating if a course designed based of this authentic
16framework can help to stimulate knowledge creation that is based on deepening understanding.
17Several types of data were collected in this design-based research, namely: reflections by the
18participants and instructor; group discussions; student-created artifacts; and, documents, re-
19cords and artifacts that reflect the overall design of the course. The findings suggest that the
20participants demonstrated advancing understanding amidst knowledge creating conditions and
21processes consistent with Nonaka’s model. Other key implications are also discussed.

22Keywords Knowledge creation . Understanding . Problem-based learning
23

24Introduction

25How does one go about learning the necessary knowledge to manage a multinational organi-
26zation or to teach a class of teenagers using technology? Studies (Tee andKarney 2010; Tee and
27Lee 2011) suggest that Nonaka’s model of knowledge creation (Nonaka et al. 2001) can provide
28some guidance. Additionally, Paavola, Lipponen and Hakkarainen (2004) argue for a “knowl-
29edge-creation” approach to learning, rather than limiting learning to the two approaches of
30acquisition and participation, as described by Sfard (1998).
31However, Bereiter (2002, p.158–168) was critical of Nonaka’s model of knowledge crea-
32tion. He argued that a key weakness of Nonaka’s model is that it offers “nothing about
33understanding and depth of understanding” (p.161). This is crucial, Bereiter argued, because
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34fundamental understanding is what differentiates knowledge building from blind luck or
35serendipitous imitation.
36This paper reports on a study that attempts to describe how Nonaka’s model can be
37improvised by integrating a problem-based learning approach to stimulate knowledge creation,
38and, if and how deeper understanding is cultivated.

39Framing of this study

40Nonaka (with Takeuchi, 1 Q1995; with Toyama & Byosiere, 2 =Q2001) suggested that knowledge can
41be created and shared through socialization, externalization, combination and internalization
42(SECI). It is an interactive rather than a sequential process resulting in the creation of new
43knowledge. Socialization is a process of sharing experiences that are often context-specific and
44difficult to formalize or make explicit. Sharing can take place through observation and talk in
45themidst of common experiences.Externalization is a process of articulating further knowledge
46that is difficult to formalize or make explicit. Representations of knowledge crystallize through
47more precise language, objects or praxis enough to be shared with others. Combination is a
48process of breaking down and organizing discrete elements of externalized knowledge into a
49more systematic whole so that it can be disseminated to others in different contexts. Internal-
50ization is the process of embodying knowledge through practice, action and reflection. In
51addition, Nonaka, Toyama and Byosiere (2001) held that these knowledge conversions must
52take place in a ba, a Japanese word that basically means a dynamic shared context. This ba is
53designed to energize knowledge creating activities by providing enabling conditions and places of
54autonomy, fluctuation and creative chaos, redundancy, requisite variety, trust and commitment.
55The SECI process is not limited to one ontological level, in that it can involve different levels of
56knowledge-creating entities including individuals, groups, organizations and interorganizations
57(Nonaka et al. 2001).
58Tee and Karney (2010) suggested from their study that Nonaka’s model of knowledge creation
59could be used as the basis for designing effective learning activities and learning environments.
60However, Bereiter (2002) argued that Nonaka’s model does not account for understanding.
61Bereiter (2002, p.158–168) was critical of Nonaka’s model for education as well as for
62organizational knowledge management, the area in which the model was first established. He
63argued that understanding is the crux of expert knowing, and a model that does not explicitly
64address the issue of understanding is fundamentally flawed. In a story made famous by Nonaka’s
65work, an engineer—tasked to develop a bread-making machine—observed and practiced the
66kneading actions of a master baker and was soon able to convert it into a physical prototype form.
67This, according to Bereiter, can be attributed just as easily to “dumb luck” (p.161) or fortunate
68imitation.
69The concept of understanding can trigger off many different arguments. To facilitate this
70discussion, this study used basic indicators of understanding based on Bransford, Brown and
71Cocking’s (2000, pp.8–13) work. They described five key indicators of advancing understanding.
72Initial understanding may begin knowing and stating appropriate facts and knowledge about
73subject matter. Then as understanding grows, the learner may be able to detect and reduce error of
74facts or weak arguments. He may then begin to be able to relate between structure, function and
75context, followed by a growing ability to transfer to other contexts, and still more advance, to
76generate and justify predictions.
77In Tee and Karney’s study (2010), there were indicators of such advancing understanding
78particularly with learners who said that previously inert concepts came to life as they engaged in
79what was eventually framed as SECI cycles. The SECI cycles were triggered by a simulation
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80that entailed managing a global shoe company riddled with different challenges. The learners
81functioned as the senior management team to make weekly strategic decisions involving
82finance, marketing, manufacturing and so on. During this process, each decision had to be
83argued based on data they had access to and how it advanced their strategic plan. It was in this
84context that the collaboration led to active SECI cycles and consequently the advancement of
85their strategic management understanding.
86The main essences that need to be highlighted are: a triggering complex reality-based
87simulation or scenario, and collaborative negotiations that lead to decisions that are subject to
88be tested and re-tested in a dynamic context. These are characteristics that are consistent with the
89basic premises of problem-based learning (PBL), which is to situate learning in inquiry-based,
90collaborative, iterative, reflective and self-directed problem-solving contexts (Hmelo-Silver
912004). A fundamental goal of organizing PBL learning activities and experiences is to advance
92students’ understanding of concepts through problem-solving activities accentuated by a deliber-
93ate and reasoned decision-making process (Greeno et al. 1996; Hmelo-Silver 2004; Schmidt et al.
942012; Tan 2003). It is by integrating these basic foundations of PBL with Nonaka’s model that
95brings the issue of understanding to the foreground rather than to be confounded in the back-
96ground. In addition, the PBL approach can also function as a process guide for learners as well as
97for the instructional designer.
98The knowledge domain in the context of this study is technological pedagogical content
99knowledge, or TPACK (Mishra and Koehler 2006), a framework built based on Shulman’s
100(1986) seminal work on pedagogical content knowledge. In essence, a teacher who has
101cultivated advanced TPACK will exhibit a nuanced capability to critically choose or design
102and configure, learn, and apply the technologies that will best meet the teaching and learning
103needs within their context.
104In the context of TPACK, problems or situations that teachers deal with can be ill
105structured (Koehler and Mishra 2005) or wicked in nature (Rittel and Webber 1973). PBL
106problems in science-based subjects tend to have a finite number of possible solutions.
107Teaching and learning problems, on the other hand, can be dynamic and can be in constant
108flux. For example, a theoretically good solution to solve a problem can, when implemented,
109eventually cause the very nature of the problem to evolve. For this reason, the PBL phases in
110this study will have a lengthened timeframe so that learners can have opportunities to deal
111with wicked problems iteratively.
112In other words, with Nonaka’s model as a backdrop to stimulate knowledge-creating
113conditions and processes, problem-based learning can be used as the basic approach to drive
114understanding and the development of TPACK (Hmelo-Silver 2004;). As a process, PBL can be
115encapsulated by five basic phases: IDEAL, as in “I” for identifying problem; “D” for defining
116problem; “E” for exploring solutions; “A” for acting on proposed solutions; and “L” for looking
117back and evaluate ( Q3Bransford & Stein, 2002). As illustrated in Fig. 1, while learners engage in
118the PBL phases, they will also be encouraged to engage in socialization, externalization,
119combination and internalization in a stimulating shared context. The learning context is
120designed to have the essential ba qualities to encourage knowledge-creation activities.
121For example, in the “Identifying problem” phase (“I” phase), learners talk about and describe
122the problems or issues they are facing. During the beginning of this phase, the dialogue is
123deliberately informal and relatively free flowing, allowing for sharing of feelings, emotions,
124experiences, and ways of thinking. For this to happen, the context needs to be relatively open
125and risk-free. This is consistent with the notion of socialization and its enabling ba (Nonaka
126et al. 2001; Tee and Karney 2010). As the “I’ phase progresses, there is a need to begin to
127articulate the nature of the problem a little more—and this can happen with an appropriate
128externalization ba. At some point, different articulations begin to emerge. These different ideas
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129needs to be organized and synthesized in some way, shape or form—giving way to what
130Nonaka refers to as combination. The ba here works to ease the organization of ideas so that it
131can be shared more easily with others. As the discussion deepens towards identifying the
132problem more precisely, deeper reflections may be triggered or may occur spontaneously. This
133opens up opportunities for internalization. At some point, the ‘I’ phase will mature and move on
134to the subsequent phases. It is important to note that while the IDEAL phases progress in a
135largely linear fashion, the SECI process can be quite non-linear or interactive.
136The integration of the PBL approach into Nonaka’s model makes explicit a critical layer
137of problem-solving dialogue and action that drive intentionally toward deeper understand-
138ing. This creates opportunities for learners to focus on an authentic and complex problem
139and then seek ways to critically evaluate, choose and use emerging knowledge to address the
140problem. A key part of this process is to critique or be critiqued to identify gaps in thinking,
141and consider patterns and principles of thinking that can be used in different situations.
142Simultaneously, Nonaka’s model can be used as a guide to design the kinds of activities and
143create the kinds of conditions to stimulate knowledge creation. In this context, amore
144specific guiding research question emerged: If a course is designed based on this framework,
145how do these knowledge creating activities play out in a way that helps advance under-
146standing and develop TPACK?

147This research

148Research context

149The students were enrolled in this 14-week module in a master of instructional technology
150program. The objective of this module is to help students develop know-how in designing,
151selecting and applying appropriate technology in different learning contexts. In other words, the
152goal of the course is to help the students develop technological pedagogical content knowledge.
153The students of this course comprised 18 in-service teachers, with their ages ranging frommid-
15420s to early 40s. They taught at elementary, secondary and tertiary levels, in varying subjects
155including language arts (English language, Arabic, and Chinese language), social sciences
156(history, living skills, and IT), Sciences (Chemistry and Biology) and Mathematics. Fifteen of
157the eighteen participants were women. All of them have been teachers for at least 1 year, with an
158average of 8 years experience. However, for reporting and discussion purposes, the focus will
159be on Group A because it had the most in situ data and developed the most convincing
160solutions. The criteria for this selection are discussed further in the methods section.

Fig. 1 Combining Nonaka’s
model of knowledge creation and
PBL to drive understanding
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161Course design

162The course was designed based on the proto-theory synthesized in Fig. 1. The ba was
163operationalized in a number of ways to facilitate the problem-solving phases through sociali-
164zation, externalization, combination and internalization. Students were given the freedom to act
165with relative autonomy so that they will be more motivated to experiment and discover new
166knowledge. Significant fluctuation and creative chaos were expected to grow from the decon-
167struction and reconstruction of rich and ill-structured real-world complex problems, largely to
168allow for the breakdown of old, encrustedmental models and routine behaviors tomakeway for
169new ones. Numerous information sources were made available to the students that went beyond
170what they were accustomed to. This kind of information redundancy was expected to force
171students to learn to discriminate the most critical information from the less important informa-
172tion. To account for the principle of requisite variety—which calls for internal diversity to match
173the variety and complexity of its external (or the real) environment—the rich and ill-structured
174real-world complex problems as part of PBL became an essential part of the design milieu.
175After all, effectively integrating technologies in the classroom is in itself “a complex and ill-
176structured problem involving the complex interaction of multiple factors, with few hard and fast
177rules that apply across contexts and cases” (Koehler and Mishra 2008, p. 10). And finally, a
178culture of trust, care and commitment—such as honest but respectful communications and
179constructive feedback—was emphasized and practiced whenever possible.
180In this regard, the situation as well as the individual and group processes of knowledge
181cultivation must be allowed to emerge through socialization, externalization, combination and
182internalization so that it can be subject to feedback, improvement and change. In other words,
183knowledge can be cultivated through a series of social interactions, personal reflection and insight,
184and through different forms of experiential learning, where one’s actions or communications are
185recursively emphasized as new layers of knowledge are conceived (Tee and Karney 2010).
186The design of the course was operationalized into four chronological segments. The first 4-
187week segment was to give students time to frame and define the problems that came directly
188from what they were facing in their real life-teaching context. The problems had to be directly
189related to teaching and learning (as opposed to say, policy or administrative issues or purely
190technical problems). The problems must be complex, as opposed to being too simplistic (for
191example, the LCD projector in the classroom is unreliable). The problem preferably had to be
192common or similar to what is being faced by at least two other people. The students worked in
193teams based on the specific problems they chose to own andwork on. As highlighted in Table 1,
194group-based online discussions were done in GoogleWave and the discussions were self-
195directed. This was essentially to allow for socialization and externalization. Internalization
196was encouraged through weekly reflections on actions they were engaging in.
197Soft as well as hard scaffolding were used to facilitate the PBL process (Hmelo-Silver et al.
1982007). A wandering facilitation model was utilized primarily for soft scaffolding purposes
199(Hmelo-Silver 2004). Two key readings—on TPACK (Mishra and Koehler 2006) and onGPM,
200or giving, prompting, and making pedagogical approaches in relation to TPACK (Hammond &
201Manfra)—were used as a form of hard scaffolding to help ground and frame discussions within
202the context of using technology in teaching and learning. The know-need-do table was also
203used as scaffolding tool.
204The second 4-week segment was for the teams to consider different solutions, propose and
205select a solution. The third 4-week segment was for each group to implement the selected
206solution in a pilot or full-blown situation, and subject it to further evaluation during class
207discussions. The fourth and final 2-week segment was for students to present and discuss the
208process and outcome of the entire learning cycle.
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209As they proceeded in the IDEAL phases, they were asked to chronicle their stories in a
210chapter of an electronic book (e-book) assignment to describe key issues, actions, and chal-
211lenges. They were also asked to provide evidence or justifications for whatever key conclusions
212they were making. This was essentially to allow for externalization and combination.
213Throughout the semester, approximately two of the 3 hours of each class session was
214used to share findings, reflect and, suggest and justify ways forward; and the remaining time
215was mostly used for self-directed collaborative meetings. The in-class discussions were used
216to accentuate the importance of evidence-based discussions and actions, and as live models
217of healthy socialization and externalization.
218In summary, each group was required to write a chapter in an e-book project using a
219GoogleWave page to document their on-going experience during the course (Refer to Fig. 2,
220right window). The page was accessible to all members of the class, but edits could only be
221made by respective members of each group. Synchronous and asynchronous discussions also
222were done on the same GoogleWave page (Refer to Fig. 2, left window). In addition, they were
223also asked to write weekly reflections. GoogleWave was the technology of choice as it allowed
224for all the major activities (discussions, e-book, reflections, sharing of resources) to be done in
225one integrated platform. In addition, it also seemed to allow for natural conversations and
226collaboration to occur in one place—including interjections in mid-sentence, real-time and
227asynchronous text-based chat abilities, as well as wiki-like and blog-like functions(Refer to
228Fig. 2). (Note: GoogleWave is now defunct. It was released on a limited basis in late 2009, then
229to the public in May 2010, and was shut down by the end of 2011. The use of GoogleWave in
230this course took place in 2011. The innovations in GoogleWave have been adapted for use in
231other Google tools.)

232Method

233This research was conducted using a design-based research process. The research context—in
234this case, the course—is subject to an iterative process of designing, developing, implementing,

t1:1 Table 1 Enabling conditions (ba), processes and activities to stimulate SECI and supporting technology

t1:2 Enabling
conditions
(ba)

Knowledge-
creating
Processes

Activity Supporting technology

t1:3 Autonomy Socialization In-class (facilitated by instructor)
and online discussions
(self-directed) throughout the
IDEAL problem-solving phases

GoogleWave—group-based
synchronous and asynchronous
discussion platform

t1:4 Fluctuation
and creative
chaos

Externalization

t1:5 Redundancy Combination Electronic book (e-book) chapter
to chronicle each groups’ story
throughout the IDEAL problem-
solving phases

GoogleWave—ongoing group-based
wiki-like collaborative writing plat
form. Viewable by other groups,
but can only be edited by group
members.

t1:6 Requisite
variety

Internalization Reflecting on issues and actions
(based on IDEAL phases) in
weekly individual reflections
and semester-long, group-based
e-book assignment.

GoogleWave—weekly individual
reflections.

t1:7 Trust and
commitment
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235testing, investigating, and refining over two implementations (Design-Based Research Collective
2362003; Barab and Squire 2004; Wang and Hannafin 2005). This paper is reporting on the second
237implementation based on further refinements after the first implementation (Tee and Lee 2011).
238Refinements were done at two levels—the design of the learning environment and the meth-
239odological level. At the learning environment level, a switch to GoogleWave was made to help
240facilitate knowledge creation activities in a single platform. As mentioned earlier, all the major
241activities (discussions, e-book, reflections, sharing of resources) were to be done ideally in one
242integrated platform. The choice of GoogleWave also helped address a key issue at the
243methodological level, in that it increased the chances of capturing in situ knowledge creation
244activities. The pedagogical design remained largely the same as the first iteration was quite
245successful (Tee and Lee 2011).
246The design of the overall learning environment is highlighted in Table 1 and the guiding
247proto-theory is illustrated in Fig. 1.
248Four types of data were collected, namely: reflections from the participants; student-created
249artifacts such as the e-book writings and discussions in GoogleWave; documents, records and
250artifacts that reflect the overall design of the course; and, reflections by the instructor. These data
251were used primarily to capture knowledge creation activities in situ. In this study, credibility
252was addressed with four techniques—triangulation, prolonged engagement, persistent obser-
253vation, and referential adequacy (Lincoln and Guba 1985). In terms of referential adequacy, all
254data analyzed was captured and documented in its original form.
255The data were coded by two coders until consensus was reached. First, two individuals
256separately coded the data in units most descriptive of knowledge creating processes and
257conditions. Then these units were reviewed and revised based on the consensus of the two
258coders. Consensus was developed based on the primary question: what is the best way to
259describe this line or paragraph of data? The units were then consolidated into categories by
260mapping to the SECImodel. The intention was not to force the units into SECI, but to attempt to
261give SECI more definition. The patterns emerged most clearly at the category level.
262For example, instances where there was the unit coding of “sharing of experiences,” “sharing
263of feelings” or “sharing of mental models” was mapped to the “socialization” category. In

Fig. 2 Screen shot of the GoogleWave-based course site (left window for group discussions; right window for
e-book assignment)
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264addition, it was observed that such exchanges tended to be less formal, and where actors did not
265demand evidence or clear justifications. The exchanges that demanded more evidence and
266clearer justifications such as the ones involving articulation or clarification of ideas and counter
267ideas, argument for or against an idea and evaluation of ideas were mapped with the external-
268ization category. The final key codes are described in Table 2 and Table 3.
269Understanding was judged based on indicators described by Bransford, Brown and
270Cocking’s (2000, pp.8–13), as discussed earlier in the framing of this study. Figure 3 is a
271sample of how understanding was judged.
272The reporting of the findings in this paper focused on the group that produced the most in
273situ data that allowed for detailed analysis and also developed the most convincing solutions.
274The participants were not required to interact online exclusively on GoogleWave, in line
275with the autonomous ethos. As a result, they interacted on platforms that they felt most
276comfortable with—some did it on Facebook and email, and others met in face-to-face
277meetings. The researchers did not have access to these data. Group A happened to do a lot
278of their communications over GoogleWave. In addition, we wanted to study the activities of
279the more successful groups as a starting focal point to respond to the research question.
280While there is room for a comparative study between a successful and a less successful
281group, the data would have to be available for both groups. In this case, there were some
282limitations as the type and depth of data available for each group were different.

283Findings and discussion

284Group A consisted of three in-service teachers: A1, A2, and A3 who teach language arts
285(Chinese) in high school. A1 has been teaching for 16 years, with minimal use of technol-
286ogy. A2 has been teaching for 14 years, and has been exploring different technologies with
287limited success. A3 has 20 years of teaching experienced, and has never really used
288technology to enhance learning. The problem they chose to focus on: their students’ struggle
289in writing essays in Chinese, a second language for most of their students.
290The following discussion will be based on the basic phases of problem-based learning
291that the group went through, and corresponding connections will be made to the emerging ba

t2:1 Table 2 General coding scheme for knowledge creation processes

t2:2 Units Key categories

t2:3 i. Sharing feelings and emotion
ii. Sharing experiences
iii. Sharing mental models

Socialization

t2:4 i. Clarification dialogue—for clarifying common terms or concepts including defining
and/or describing characteristics of a situation towards shared understanding

ii. Articulation of need or a request
iii. Articulation of options or new ideas (for consideration)
iv. Argumentation for a proposal or idea
v. Argumentation against a proposal or idea
vi. Agreement (including agreeing to agree, or agreeing to disagree)
vii. Evaluative dialogue before implementation

Externalization

t2:5 i. Drawing on multiple knowledge sources
ii. Breaking down of concepts into meaningful parts for re-synthesis or re-presentation

Combination

t2:6 i. Action and practice
ii. Evaluative reflection during or after action

Internalization

M.Y. Tee, S.S. Lee
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292and SECI layers of knowledge creating conditions and processes (please refer to Fig. 1 as
293well as Tables 1 and 2).

294Emerging ba in the process of identifying and defining a problem

295In the first 4 weeks of this 14-week module, the teachers were asked to talk about the
296problems they faced in their classrooms. Initially, there was reluctance to share openly and
297deeply. But as they began to hear each other’s stories, more began to open up. Soon after, the
298participants began to speculate about different causes: the students were uninterested, or that
299they were just lazy. Or, that they were afraid to write for the fear of making mistakes.
300Socialization and externalization took place actively during these face-to-face discussions.
301What stood out was their sense of despondency and honesty as they attempted to define the
302problem that they were facing, as can be seen below on August 6 reflections:

t3:1 Table 3 General coding scheme for knowledge creation conditions

t3:2 i. Indicator of developing a sense of responsibility for own learning and
actions

Autonomy

t3:3 i. Breakdown of routine, habits or cognitive frameworks in the face of
fluctuating or chaotic conditions

Fluctuation and creative
chaos

t3:4 i. Existence of information that goes beyond the immediate requirements
of the individual or the group (lots of ambient information; the information
may or may not be important)

Redundancy

t3:5 i. The internal diversity of a class matches the variety of complexity
of the real environment.

ii. Catalysts or ethos for different perspectives to be considered.

Requisite variety

t3:6 i. The way the individuals treat and feel about each other Trust, care & commitment

t3:7 i. A sense of mutuality that creates a galvanizing sense of energy or purpose Sense of mutuality

Includes 
appropriate facts 
and knowledge 
about subject 
matter

Know how 
to use 
knowledge

Able to relate 
between 
structure, 
function and 
context

Able to 
transfer to 
other 
contexts

Able to 
generate and 
justify 
predictions

Preliminary 
understanding

Advancing 
understanding

e.g.: “We (have 
come to) believe all 
the problems are 
student’s problem, 
are education 
system’s problems, 
we are only 
teacher(s), what 
can we do? … 
there are too many 
fire(s) and no water 
supply.” (A2) 

“Actually I 
seldom refer to 
other 
information as a 
guide…I just do 
it with instinct. I 
always refer to 
my own 
experience while 
using technology 
in T& L.”(A2) 

“I’ll surely suggest that we follow the 
sequence M-P-G-M…. Let students play the 
idioms online games first without teaching. 
After playing the games a few times at home, 
if they still can’t get the correct answer for 
some questions, then only teacher prompt 
them by giving them some tips or direct them 
to get the correct answer through Face-book. 
Lastly, teacher teaches the meaning of each 
idiom in class and the students make 
sentences with the idioms in groups. … M-P-
G-M model more on training students self-
(directed) learning, they will participate and 
become active in the learning process, not just 
accept passively.” (A2) 

Fig. 3 Indicators of understanding: Coding for advancing understanding
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303304Sometimes we have 6 to 7 period(s) of lesson to teach in a day. We have around 40
305students in a class… Sometimes we can’t afford to face the students’ problems because
306we have to teach over 200 students in one day.… I have 250 students in my 7 classes I
307teach, and sometimes I have to face all of them in one day. (Socialization—sharing
308experiences; A1, reflections)
309

310Clearly, A1’s feelings were not unique to her. A2 also shared a sense of helplessness
311shared by her peers in general, and more specifically, her group members:

312313I do not know where to start because (there are) too many challenges and problems
314(faced by) Chinese Language teachers. Same problems (are) always discuss(ed)
315among us and there’s no solution… we really feel helpless and powerless. We (have
316come to) believe all the problems are student’s problem, are education system’s
317problems, we are only teacher(s), what can we do? … there are too many fire(s)
318and no water supply. (Socialization—sharing emotions; A2, reflections)
319

320This basic ethos was expressed in classroom discussions, in group discussions and in
321individual reflections. In sharing their feelings, emotions and experiences, these socialization
322exchanges created a sense of mutuality. This created a basis for the development of trust,
323care and commitment, which are critical ba characteristics. These two representative quotes
324also reflect the presence of other ba characteristics: fluctuation and chaos (“we can’t afford
325to face students’ problems,” “there are too many problems and challenges,” and “do not
326know where to start”) and requisite variety (“same problems always discussed among us”).
327These conditions created opportunities for deeper reflections and externalizations as they
328began to deconstruct and reconstruct the problem at hand.
329However, defining a problem requires looking beyond the surface symptoms. The instructor
330asked questions—particularly questions designed to push the discussion deeper towards the
331root cause. If an individual said that their students were not motivated, then one has to ask why
332they were not motivated. If the reason for this lack of motivation was because the subject matter
333seems completely irrelevant, then one has to ask why it comes across that way to the students.
334Group A’s exploration led them down different paths; including paths that remained tacit earlier
335e.g., they started to look at their own practices as part of the puzzle. This matter-a-fact
336asynchronous exchange on GoogleWave exemplifies the increasingly open externalizations:

337338Aug 6, 9.05 am.A1: Do you think that teacher's teaching skills or pedagogy is also the
339root cause?
340341Aug 6, 1012 pm. A2: Yes, I agree with you. If we can make T&L interesting, they will
342have motivation. (Externalization—agreement; online group discussion)
343

344Since the particular problem was situated in A3’s context, the above seemed very much
345directed to A3. A3 could have responded negatively in this sensitive “face saving” culture,
346but instead this eventually led A3 to evaluate his own practice. He wrote about it in his
347online reflections on August 24, some 18 days after the exchange above, and began to
348consider if his approach to teaching and learning was part of the problem.

349350I always think I know the problem of my students… but now I start thinking, am I (part
351of the problem too)? … I always believed that I (have) enough experience in teach-
352ing… (but) the more I learn, the more I am afraid my personal ego has mislead me…
353(Internalization—evaluative reflections; A3)
354

355This data set also suggests a continuing development of trust, allowing conditions for
356difficult but candid discussions and reflections. At the same time, they also began to work
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357towards a more defined understanding of their problem. Here, in an online asynchronous
358discussion, the exchanges moved the group towards clearer definitions about the parameters
359and goals of the problem:

360361Aug 11, 643 pm. A2:… (our) plan mentions that 40 % of the students can write essays
362and 60 % of the students cannot write essay, may I know the meaning of “cannot write
363essay”? Do u mean that they totally can’t write a single word? or they make a lot of
364mistakes in the essay? Or digress from subject?… The plan also mention about “good
365essay”. I think the word “good” is quite subjective, maybe we have to put in footnote
366for that to avoid misunderstanding, and to set up a very clear direction or concept.
367(Externalization—evaluative dialogue)
368369Aug 12, 11.27 pm. (interjection as allowed by GoogleWave) A3: all the students that we
370group (in) “Cannot write essay” (have) marks below 20 to 40 %… what is your
371suggestion about the “good”, may be you have (a) better word? (Externalization—
372clarification dialogue)
373374Aug 12, 11.38 am.A1: “good” means that they cannot write essay that we want them
375to do, a full passage, without making many mistakes and so on. The 60 % students can
376write essays. Forty percent of may be cannot write a whole passage. Some making
377mistakes, some digress from subject and so on. (Externalization—clarification
378dialogue)
379

380In the meantime, another ba characteristic—autonomy—also began to show. They began
381to informally experiment with PowerPoint, and later Facebook and online games. These are
382indicators of a developing sense of autonomy i.e., taking responsibility for their own
383learning.
384At this point, it is also worth noting that A1’s reflection on August 24 demonstrated a
385naïve technological pedagogical and content knowledge, in that technology usage is taught
386to be in it of itself able to transform the quality of teaching and learning.

387388These 3 weeks, I try PowerPoint to teach students…I thought I am using technology.
389But I realize that the teachers like me are still repeating the same way of teach(ing)….just
390(that) the teaching material change from picture to computer… (Internalization—action
391and reflection; A1)
392

393It revealed an important realization by A1—different technologies with the same peda-
394gogy will often yield the same result.
395Such evaluative reflections before, during and after different actions took place frequent-
396ly, often leading to more effective problem solving which allowed for opportunities to
397develop deepening understanding. For example, they began to look at different ways to
398get at the root cause of the problem. Here’s an asynchronous exchange that took place on
399GoogleWave:

400401Aug 9, 7.36 pm.A1: B1 (from another group) had given me the website: Determine the
402Root Cause: 5 whys. You search and see how we can use this problem solving
403technique to identify our roots.
404405Aug 9, 7.54 am.A2: Thank(s) A1 & A3… (I have) already read the article (on the
406website). I’ll try to apply…. (Combination—drawing from multiple sources; online
407group discussion)
408

409This sourcing of information from different knowledge bases (from B1 who discussed it
410in class; and from a website) highlights another emerging ba characteristic—redundancy.
411There were numerous ambient information sources—accentuating the availability of
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412multiple knowledge sources, but also highlighting the need to be discriminating of what can
413and cannot be used for the situation.
414Equipped with this “5 whys” approach, they began to use it in combination with mind
415maps. Through a series of evaluation as highlighted in A2’s reflections, they began to
416reframe the problem.

417418This week we started to discuss in gwave by listing out problems students may face …
419At first, it is quite confusing because we created too many (mind map) bubbles, and we
420don’t know how to continue our discussion. After reading 5-whys approach, we
421decided to take out some bubbles that we can’t do anything such as students’
422background. Then we try to ask ‘why’ for the remaining bubbles. (Externalization
423and combination; A2, Aug 14 reflections)
424

425These discussions and reflections began to take them down a very different trajectory
426from when they first started—maybe the students have a negative attitude (e.g. lazy,
427unengaged) because they really do have a hard time writing essays in Chinese; or, maybe
428they are afraid or frustrated to write because they don’t quite have the vocabulary or
429grammar to write proper sentences and paragraphs. After receiving feedback during class
430discussions, they decided to collect more concrete data so that they can better define and
431understand the problem. A3 asked his students to write an essay, and then they analyzed the
43233 essays they received. The following was one of the major conclusions the group made, as
433reported in their e-book:

434435Findings show that 90.61 % of the error (are) vocabulary errors (46 % from typo) [the
436Chinese character is written wrongly or is incomplete], 31 % from misuse of words
437[e.g., wrong character but the right sound] and 13 % from missing words [e.g., just
438didn’t know how to write the character]). (Combination; Group’s e-book)
439

440With the problem reframed and more defined, the group began to move to the next phase
441of exploring different ways to help students improve their vocabulary. There were indicators
442of emergingba characteristics of autonomy, fluctuation and creative chaos, redundancy,
443requisite variety, and trust and commitment that paved the way for socialization, external-
444ization, combination and internalization activities.

445Advancing understanding in the process of exploring and acting on solutions

446This phase began with the group setting more focused goals. Their externalizing discussions
447led them to a number of short-term and long-terms goals. One of the short-term goals was to
448help students “be able to correct at least 60 % of the vocabulary error.” Note that vocabulary
449errors formed 90 % of all errors. They designed a collaborative activity on Facebook, so
450students can discuss and detect language errors on everyday things such as posters, sign
451boards and advertisements.
452The implementation led to some success, but their explanations for why they did it were
453rather superficial, suggesting that Bereiter’s “dumb luck” statement was in play here. For
454example, they merely explained that they chose to do it on Facebook because all the students
455were already regular users and they thought that it would motivate them by simply moving
456to this new setting. Their pedagogical reasoning did not suggest a deepening understanding.
457While they did use the TPACK framework to help guide their thinking, much of the ideas
458came from existing sources—largely their own experience and past practices. Note A2 and
459A1’s September 21 and 22 reflections respectively:
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460461A2: Actually I seldom refer to other information as a guide…I just do it with instinct. I
462always refer to my own experience while using technology in T& L.
463464A1: Actually when we design(ed) the first activity… we just based on our experience
465and old pedagogy to design it….
466

467Two key points to note here: firstly, much of their first solution was instinctive and based on
468past experience and behavior. Secondly, as part of the problem-based learning approach, they
469also had to evaluate and externalize their group’s learning issues or knowledge gaps. As a result
470they started discussing the need for multiple sources to help guide their thinking. They began to
471retroactively make connections reported by scholars and expert practitioners. For example, they
472began to realize that the collaborative work they designed is related to Vygotsky’s work on zone
473of proximal development and more knowledgeable other. In their reflections and e-book, they
474wrote about peer discussions and how students can learn from each other. In the e-book, they
475wrote that through this initial activity, their students can become more “aware of vocabulary
476errors in daily life,” while citing related works of a Chinese language scholar.
477It was not clear at this point if the retroactive connections they were making were
478indicative of deepening understanding. However, their subsequent solutions were more
479deliberate and reasoned—suggesting an advancing understanding. In designing the second
480activity, the group engaged in a more intentional and active combination and internalization
481process. This reflection on September 29by A2 shows how the group utilized theory and
482research-based practice to re-synthesize and design their solutions:

483484Before I know about TPACK-GPM, I just “design” my lesson by instinct. …. GPM
485(giving-prompting-making) open my mind by giving some suggestions about activities
486so that I can make my lessons more diverse (in nature). For example, the second
487activity our group propose—Idioms online games, at first we thought that GPM model
488only can be use in one way (in one sequential order)… but (there)after I know it can be
489used in other way(s)…I’ll surely suggest that we follow the sequence M-P-G-M…. Let
490students play the idioms online games first without teaching. After playing the games a
491few times at home, if they still can’t get the correct answer for some questions, then
492only teacher prompt them by giving them some tips or direct them to get the correct
493answer through Facebook. Lastly, teacher teaches the meaning of each idiom in class
494and the students make sentences with the idioms in groups. … M-P-G-M model more
495on training students self (directed) learning, they will participate and become active in
496the learning process, not just accept passively. (Dynamic interaction between exter-
497nalization, combination, internalization; A2)
498

499Quite autonomously, they began to think about the different broad pedagogical ap-
500proaches—giving, prompting and making (terms derived from Hammond and Manfra
5012009)—in relation to how technology can be used. But this time, they wanted to help
502students develop more self-directed and active learning habits. To do this, they first
503introduced online games to the students via Facebook so that the students can construct or
504“make” solutions as they tried to solve Chinese idiom puzzles. Then “prompting” by the
505teacher as well as fellow students would occur during Facebook discussions. This is
506followed by face-to-face direct instruction or “giving” to ensure that students had developed
507a proper understanding. And finally, students work in groups to “make” sentences with the
508different idioms, which were then shared with the whole class.
509They went on to design and develop two activities based on this more deliberate approach.
510The group started to identify and use theory and research-based practices to design these
511activities instead of merely using them to retroactively justify the design of the activities. They
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512began to write and talk (externalize) with clearer and more cohesive patterns of explanations.
513They used multiple knowledge bases (combination) including theory and research-based
514practice to guide the design of their teaching and learning activities. And finally, in the instances
515discussed above, they were able to engage in evaluative reflections before, during and after action
516(internalization). All these suggest a progress towards knowledge creation and deepening
517understanding.

518Look back and learn

519After designing and running three activities over a 2-month period, the group carried out a post-
520test to gauge if vocabulary-related errors in essay writing had been reduced. The results were
521encouraging. For example, missing words in mid-sentence and misuse of words reduced
522significantly. Inaccurate or incomplete words were still numerous, but lesser than in the pre-test.
523A1 was pleasantly surprised by the progress the students were making, and discussed
524candidly about the main reason for this change. In her reflections, she wrote that A3’s
525approach and style of teaching changed to be in line with the design of the activities, and for
526the implementations thereafter.

527528The main reason our intended learning outcomes were achieved was the changes of
529teacher’s teaching. The activities that we had planned, and implemented changed the
530style of teacher’s teaching… we are no longer limited and dependent (on just the)
531textbook or workbook. We have also improved students’self-(directed) learning ability.
532… Teaching students how to fish is better than feeding them. Students have to learn how to
533“make” by themselves, and not just waiting for teacher’s “giving”. (Internalization—action
534and reflection; A1)
535

536By A1’s estimation, A3 was using mostly the “giving” or direct instruction approach prior
537to their project, and by the end of their project, A3 was mostly using the “prompting” and
538“making” approach. Recall that at the beginning, A3 had become concerned that his
539“personal ego” had gotten in the way of effective teaching and learning. Note also that as
540A3 changed his way of teaching, the group seems to have also experienced a kind of
541liberation and empowerment when A1wrote “we are no longer dependent (on) textbooks
542or workbooks.” In a way, deepening understanding is perhaps best demonstrated by actual
543changes in behavior and thinking.
544A1 and A2 also reflected about helping the students to become more self directed learners,
545and be less dependent on the textbook or the teacher. There was also a growing understanding
546that pedagogical approaches can directly affect the way students learn. For example, in the two
547extracted quotes above, A1 and A2wrote that the “making” and “prompting” approach is better
548suited to help students become more independent learners. “Teaching students how to fish is
549better than feeding them. Students have to learn how to ‘make’ by themselves, and not just
550waiting for teacher’s ‘giving,’” A1 wrote in her reflections.
551Their understanding of how to use technology to increase teaching and learning quality
552was also quite visible. Consider this reflection by A1:

553
554Not all technology tools (and) materials on the Internet (is) suitable for teaching…We
555must choose the suitable ones, like the activity we (did) last week, after we posted the
556video clip (on Facebook) about “filial piety” (and discussions and writing activities
557on Facebook), and we asked students to write about it, we also posted related
558materials (a Chinese filial piety story) and even mp3 music about “filial piety”… 559
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560Recall that this is also the same A1 who thought that technology in itself could transform
561learning. Her technological pedagogical and content knowledge had made significant
562advancements.

563Summary

564How did the knowledge creating activities play out in a way that help advance understanding
565and develop TPACK? Table 4 highlights some of the key dynamics with an accompanying
566elaboration below.
567In the “Identifying problem” phase of PBL, socialization was essential so that sharing of
568experiences, emotions or mental models can take place. These sharing created a common
569language or understanding to paving the way for externalization. The ba qualities, which were
570most prominent here was a sense of mutuality that created the initial foundation on which trust
571and commitment could be built on. Because the problem was authentic and brought in from the
572learners’ own context, the learning environment had the richness or the requisite variety that
573mirrored the real world. The problem also had a wicked nature. So, in this sense, the participants
574are effectively learning to integrate technologies in teaching and learning in a setting involving
575the expectedly complex interaction of multiple factors including context, pedagogy, technology
576and the content area. This in turn creates a problem and context that can be chaotic and in flux,
577but through instructional scaffoldings consistent with PBL allows for the learners to organize
578their sense-making process. When learners realized that they have common problems and
579challenges, it provides the initial foundation for the building of trust and commitment. It is
580worth noting that the initial socialization took place mostly in a face-to-face class setting.
581In the “Defining the problem” phase, externalization was essential to enable articulation
582and negotiation of needs, terms, ideas and concepts. While socialization was more casual in
583nature, externalization activities began to take on more definition and verification of claims,
584and this in turn set the stage for combination activities. The process of combination was most
585active when they started drawing on each others’ ideas and experiences, and expanded
586further when they began to draw on other knowledge sources such as primary data from
587closer assessment of students’ work, articles and scholarly literature. As these data emerged,
588the redundancy of growing information and chaos of their problem setting compelled the
589participants to reframe the problem and reprioritize the information they had. In essence, the
590learning conditions allowed the participants to deconstruct and reconstruct their understand-
591ing of the wicked problem they were dealing with, and thus increasing the possibility of
592breaking down old mental models and routine behaviors to make way for new ones. Some of
593the externalization processes were triggered during in-class discussions, but much of the
594advancing externalization and combination activities took place primarily in online group
595discussions and the writing of the e-book assignment.
596In the “Exploring solutions” phase, externalization continued to be active but participants
597were again compelled to engage in more intense combination. The participants began to
598exhibit greater autonomous behavior as they sought to design the best solutions possible.
599Building on their experience, conceptual frameworks discussed in class such as TPACK and
600GPM, ideas from other groups, their primary research data as well as other scholarly articles,
601they began to evaluate and synthesize the basic ideas for their solution. They eventually had
602to plan it with enough detail so that they could: a) defend their approach in class; b)
603implement their solution; and, c) report their implementation and experiences in the e-
604book. These were done mostly in online discussions and in the e-book, which formed the
605foundation for the next phase.
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t4:1 Table 4 The SECI, Ba and PBLframework and highlights of what transpired

t4:2 Problem-based Learning (PBL) Socialization, Externalization,
Combination & Internalization
(SECI) 7

Shared context (Ba)7

t4:3 Phases and key characteristics are
identified below.

Purpose: To provide general
direction for learners and drive
understanding

S, E, C and I is/are dominant in
certain PBL phases but is not
exclusively so, nor is it always
sequential.

Purpose: Processes to drive
knowledge creation activities

Conditions: Autonomy, fluctuation
and creative chaos, redundancy,
requisite variety, trust and
commitment

Purpose: To create enabling
conditions to energize
knowledge creating processes
(SECI)

t4:4 I: Identifying problem1

• Presented with the problem2

• Problem has awicked nature 3 & 4

• Problems come directly from
participants’ real life teaching
and learning context
• Preferably faced by at least two
other persons in class who are
willing to take ownership of the
problem

Socialization was critical in this phase as sharing of relevant
experiences, emotions and mental models can pave the way for deeper
externalization. e.g. 1: “I have 250 students in my 7 classes I teach,
and sometimes I have to face all of them in one day.” (A1); e.g. 2: “we
are only teacher(s), what can we do? … there are too many fire(s) and
no water supply.” (A2). Ba qualities: Requisite variety—because the
problem was derived from the real world, the internal diversity of the
learning environment matched the diversity of the external environ-
ment. As a result, fluctuation was also present. The sense of mutuality
also provided an initial foundation for the building of trust and
commitment. Supporting medium: Face-to-face open discussions and
online reflections

t4:5 D: Defining the problem1

• Analyze and frame the problem
by identifying and verifying
relevant facts2

Hard scaffoldings such as Know-
Need-Do table, TPACK5&
GPM6 are introduced to aid in
the discussion, problem analysis
and framing process

Externalization was critical here to enable articulation and negotiation
of needs, terms, ideas or concepts. e.g.: “… (our) plan mentions that
40 % of the students can write essays and 60 % of the students cannot
write essay, may I know the meaning of “cannot write essay”?” (A2).
Combination also emerged here as participants began to draw on
multiple knowledge bases and broke down concepts into meaningful
parts.e.g. “Findings show that 90.61 % of the error (are) vocabulary
errors, 31 % from misuse of words and 13 % from missing words.
(Group’s e-book). Ba qualities: Redundacy—lots of possible knowl-
edge sources, but also highlighting the need to be discriminating of
what can and cannot be used for the situation. Continuing fluctuation
and chaos. Supporting medium: Online discussions, e-book.

t4:6 E: Exploring solutions &
opportunities1

• Generate hypotheses about
possible solutions2

Knowledge gaps are identified
for further self-directed
research2

Externalization—see above. e.g.: “…Before I know about TPACK-
GPM, I just “design” my lesson by instinct. …. GPM (giving-
prompting-making) open my mind by giving some suggestions about
activities so that I can make my lessons more diverse (in nature). For
example, the second activity our group propose.” (A2).Combination.e.g.
“M-P-G-M model more on training students self-(directed) learning,
they will participate and become active in the learning process, not just
accept passively.” (A1). Ba qualities: While other conditions such as
redundancy are in play, autonomy is needed here so the participants will
pursue the best solution possible. Supporting medium: Online discus-
sions, e-book.

t4:7 A: Acting on best possible
solutions1

• Learners apply their new
knowledge and evaluate their
hypotheses in light of emerging
data and new knowledge 2

• Phases between phases D, E,
and A can be iterative in nature

Internalization occurred through action and reflection before, during or
after practice in light of emerging data and new knowledge. e.g. “The
activities that we had planned, and implemented changed the style of
teacher’s teaching… we are no longer limited and dependent (on the)
text book or workbook. We have also improved students’ self-(di-
rected) learning ability. … Students have to learn how to ‘make’ by
themselves, and not just wait for teacher’s ‘giving.’” (A2) Ba quali-
ties: Autonomy is essential so that actions are personally intentional
rather than instructed; requisite variety allows real actions to have real
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606In the “Acting on the best possible solutions” phase, the participants enacted their
607understandings and ideas, and thus created a fertile platform for internalization activities.
608Internalization occurred through these actions as well as reflections before, during and after
609the implementation of their solution. Here, their mental models began to change as reflected
610by their changing understanding of what teaching with technology can mean as their enacted
611teaching style also began to evolve. The key supporting medium here is obviously the real
612context where the participants can enact their emerging understandings, but the activities
613revolving around the online discussions and reflections, as well as the e-book allowed for
614reflections before, during and after the implementation of their solution.
615In the final phase, “Look back and learn,” internalization was the most prominent here as
616participants were asked to reflect about their thinking and their actions. The key supporting
617mediums were online reflections and face-to-face discussions.

618Conclusion

619The findings of this study suggest that a problem-based learning approach designed together
620with a conducive ba to stimulate socialization, externalization, combination and internali-
621zation can help teachers deepen their understanding in the context of TPACK. The in-service
622teachers demonstrated a more nuanced understanding of the complex interplay between the
623three basic components of knowledge—content, pedagogy and technology ( Q4Koehler and
624Mishra 2005). They started with simplistic views of how technology itself can transform
625learning, but over time, began to demonstrate progressing knowledge and understanding of
626using pedagogical methods and technologies in ways that give the students the best
627opportunities to achieve the intended learning outcomes.
628Three major implications can be concluded in this study, and discussed here:
629Firstly, the framework illustrated in Fig. 1 and what transpired as summarized in Table 4
630can be developed further as a guide to design the necessary conditions (ba) to stimulate
631knowledge creating processes (socialization, externalization, combination and internaliza-
632tion) that are grounded on developing real understanding. The purposeful use of problem-
633based learning approach seems to provide the necessary heuristics to drive towards under-
634standing, rather than just relying on serendipitous imitation or trial and error. This presents at
635least a set of evidence to address the concerns raised by Bereiter (2002) that Nonaka’s model
636does not quite address the issue of understanding.

t4:8 Table 4 (continued)

Problem-based Learning (PBL) Socialization, Externalization,
Combination & Internalization
(SECI) 7

Shared context (Ba)7

consequences. Supporting medium: Real context, online reflections/
discussions, e-book.

t4:8 L: Looking back and learn1

Learners reflect on the
knowledge gained2

Internalization wasin play here through reflection during and after
action. e.g.“Not all technology tools (and) materials on the internet (is)
suitable for teaching… We must choose the suitable ones, like the
activity we (did) last week…” (A1). Supporting medium: Online
reflections and face to face discussions.

Key references: 1 Bransford and Stein 1993; 2 Hmelo-Silver 2004; 3 Rittel and Webber 1973; 4 Tee and Karney
2010; 5Mishra and Koehler 2006; 6 Hammond and Manfra 2009; 7 Nonaka et al. 2001
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637It also builds on previous studies (Tee and Karney 2010; Tee and Lee 2011) that have found
638Nonaka’s model to be a promising basis for the design of learning activities and learning
639environments. In order for these findings to be extrapolated further, similar studies need to be
640done in different types of contexts involving different demographics. Subsequent studies may
641also consider the use of different data collection techniques such as in-depth interviews and
642stimulated recall to get a clearer picture of students’ thinking during class or group discussions.
643Such studies can also begin to reveal how knowledge is socially constructed, specifically how
644facilitation can be done to enhance discussions for deeper understanding (e.g. Tan and Tee 2012).
645The second implication will be discussed from the angle of SECI and ba. Further studies
646need to be done to concentrate on describing SECI and ba with greater specificity. For
647example major questions may revolve around these issues: Are some forms of socialization
648(or externalization, combination and internalization) more constructive than others for the
649purposes of knowledge creation and advancement of understanding? What and how do
650scaffoldings work most effectively under certain ba conditions, such as autonomy, requisite
651variety and redundancy? Answering these questions will continue to test the overall frame-
652work and sharpen the specificity of the details.
653The final implication will be discussed from a PBL angle. The PBL phases have well-
654defined steps, but don’t quite spell out the ethos and the nature of dialogue that needs to take
655place. SECI and ba can play that role. For example, through socialization processes, the
656importance of sharing feelings, experiences and mental models particularly early in the PBL
657phases should be emphasized. Further research can delve into questions such as: When
658socialization breaks down, do other forms of knowledge creation dialogue and activities also
659break down? Another example is to create ba-like qualities in PBL settings by design, and
660cultivating aspects such as redundancy and requisite variety to maximize the potential of the
661learning opportunities. In other words, the creation of ba-like ethos can add important details
662to describe the PBL environment.
663Ultimately, this study provides a beginning point to further study the usefulness of SECI,
664Ba and PBL in designing learning activities and environments.
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